


Thuringia is the region where successful collaboration between entrepreneurs 

who joined forces in Jena to lay the foundations for the modern optics industry 
and for a productive partnership between business and science. It’s a success 
story that the entrepreneurs and scientists in our Free State are continuing to 

can draw upon a multifaceted research environment which currently comprises 

so attractive for investors from all over the world. The central location of our Land at 

situated along major highways and also include large-scale locations for those 
-

berg as the Federal Land within Germany with the highest number of industrial 

artistic and architectural expression in the 1920s. 

assets that Thuringia has to offer. I do hope you will accept my invitation to get 

Wolfgang Tiefensee

Ladies  
and Gentlemen,



That’s 
Thuringia.
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Do you need to dispatch an urgent shipment to your customers in Eastern Europe,
France, or Sweden? No problem! From Thuringia, your business partners and customers 
anywhere in Europe are only a few hours away. Centrally located in Germany and the 
heart of Europe, the Free State of Thuringia has been a hub of continental trade for 
ages. 2,000 years ago, the region was already intersected by the “Via Regia,” one of 
the key east-west trading routes of its day.

280 million potential customers live within an 
800 km radius of Thuringia.

One of Deutsche Bahn’s most modern railway networks.

Centrally situated in Germany 
and in Europe.

Five modern Autobahns traverse Thuringia.

KNV, a book wholesaling company, operates 
its central logistics hub in Erfurt.

DHL has been using the Free State as 
a hub to grow its business.

With its multi-functional exhibit hall allocation, 

event organizers, exhibitors, and visitors alike. 

Time-sensitive air freight delivered daily exactly when 
it’s needed – thanks to TNT Express’s Air-Road Hub at 
Erfurt-Weimar Airport. 

 
Germany’s new high-speed train hub:

The state capital of Erfurt will serve as the new railway nexus 
for the high-speed “ICE” trains traveling along the East German 

Erfurt  <–>  Munich:   2:25 h 
Erfurt  <–>  Berlin:   1:45 h            

Erfurt  <–>  Dresden:  1:55 h
Erfurt  <–>  Frankfurt am Main: 2:10 h
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-
operate out of Thuringia. But Thuringia is far more than just a 

 
of high-powered industrial production and innovation.

 
a wide range of industries are choosing to locate in Thuringia.  
We have reacted to this surge in demand with a broad-based 
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Rolling up their sleeves, tackling any challenge, and creating real value through their own 
good work – these are qualities for which Thuringians are highly regarded. Also typical 

of the most dynamic and fastest-growing regions. The main 
drivers of this trend have been the state’s highly productive and 

medium-sized companies operate side-by-side with major corpo-

range of industries have come to recognize the Free State’s many 
-

or subsidiaries here as part of their business expansion strategy.

Audio Technologies. This enterprise is a globally established 

-

automotive brands. 
These are only three names from a long list of leading Thuringian 

Roughly 100 market leaders and technological pioneers are 
headquartered here: One more reason to come to Thuringia!

Analytik Jena AG. 
Viba, Germany’s premier  
manufacturer of nougat.

Barco Audio Technologies provides optimal sound 
with innovative 3D sound systems.

A full-dome projection system – technology made 
by Carl Zeiss Jena.

In the Thuringian town of 
Kölleda, MDC Power GmbH 
produces high-tech engines 
for Mercedes-Benz.

MDC Power GmbH: more than  
four million engines “made in Thuringia”.

Lufthansa and Rolls-Royce –  
successful partners in Thuringia.

Production of borosilicate glass at  
Schott Technical Glass Solutions GmbH.

Opel’s assembly lines for its new Adam and Corsa vehicles  
are located in Eisenach.

World-wide service for cutting-edge 
wind power technology: the Enercon 
Logistics Center in Gotha.

PerformancePerformance
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22.7 %

16.0 %

13.7 %

13.6 %

9.4 %

5.1 %

4.9 %

3.8 %

10.8 % Mechanical engineering and automotive

Metals production, processing, and treatment 

Electrical engineering, electronics, precision mechanics, opto-electronics, EDP

Rubber and synthetics

Paper and printing

Glass, ceramics, raw materials for construction

Chemicals and pharmaceuticals

Other

Thuringia’s
key industrial

sectors

A true classic of German baking: twice-baked 
bread known as Zwieback, made by Brandt.

For chocolate lovers: Goldhelm  
SchokoladenManufaktur in Erfurt.

Making music a new way:  
the Audanika app.

NASA’s rover on Mars, “Curiosity,” is equipped with photo-diodes 
made by ifw optronics GmbH.

Five divisions, one market 
leader: Jenoptik AG.

Production of semi-conductors at X-FAB 
Semiconductor Foundries AG. 

A company with exceptional  
prospects: Carl Zeiss AG.

“The secret is in the mix!” This holds particularly true for Thuringia. The Free State 
boasts a wide range of industries, making its economy exceptionally resilient and viable 
for the future. Thus, many of the industries with the best future growth and job-creating
potential can be found here: automotive, optics, medical technology, mechanical

industries. Of course, Thuringia also has plenty of skilled craftspeople and a dynamic 
services sector. It is this diversity that ensures a broad base for the economy, while 

further growth across sectors.

 

-

 
the photo-diodes installed by NASA on the Mars Rover  

 
signs of organic life.

-

Thuringian Cluster Management (ThCM) system allows the 
region’s growth industries to be professionalized and fostered 
in a coordinated fashion.

97,000 enterprises:
97,000 examples of Thuringia’s business sense!

EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship

The chinaware manufacturer  
KAHLA/Thüringen Porzellan GmbH.
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CiS, Research Institute for Micro-Sensor Technology in Erfurt.

GFE, Society for Production Engineering and  
Development in Schmalkalden.

Helmholtz Institute (HGF GSI) in Jena.

ifw, Günter-Köhler Institute for Joining Technology and Materials Testing in Jena.

Max-Planck Institute for Chemical Ecology in Jena.

TITV, Institute for Special Textiles and 
Flexible Materials in Greiz.

fzmb GmbH, Research Centre of Medical Technology 
and Biotechnology in Bad Langensalza.

The Free State’s rich and productive research environment 

research initiatives have been instrumental in spurring Thuringia’s 
growth as a choice location for science and innovation. These 
include nine state-sponsored universities and universities of 

-

roughly 50 biotech and medical technology companies that have 

-

German Research Foundation) has set up a research center and 
three new specialized research departments at Jena’s Friedrich- 
Schiller University. Thuringia’s long-standing commitment to 

has been launched to support seven additional science centers 
across the state by 2019. These are intended to strengthen 

while also serving as an incubator for new successes at DFG. The 
Free State also plans to tap EU funding provided under the so-called 

number of in-state platforms dedicated to promoting cooperation 

-

in Ilmenau in tandem with students and scientists to develop 
high-performance propulsion systems that will support the 
mobility solutions of tomorrow. Another example is the “ThxEx 

disposal of high-tech start-ups throughout the Land.

that 36 percent of university graduates in the Free State of 

Whether it’s revolutionizing the way we move or making serious infections easier to diag-
nose – Thuringian scientists with a passion for discovery are boldly tackling some of man-
kind’s biggest riddles to make the world just a little bit better. And they do so with two key 
goals in mind: to expand their knowledge and to ensure practical applicability. After all,
the important innovations are intended not just for the laboratory, but for use in daily life. 

3,000 researchers in one place. Where else but in Thuringia?  

Know-howKnow-how

 Fraunhofer Institutes
>
>
>

>

>  Project Group for Wireless Distributed Systems/

Institute for Integrated Circuits (IIS)

Leibniz Institutes
>  Leibniz Institute for Age Research –  

Fritz Lipmann Institute (FLI)
>  

>  Leibniz Institute for Natural Product Research 

>
>  Research Station of Quaternary Paleontology 

State-Financed Institutes
>

>
Mechatronic Systems

>  
Institute of the Bauhaus-University in Weimar

>

Max-Planck Institutes
>  Biogeochemistry
>  Chemical Ecology
>

Helmholtz Institutes
>

Non-university research institutions

Leibniz Institute for Age Research in Jena.
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automotive 
thüringen e.V.

Elektronische Mess-
und Gerätetechnik 
Thüringen eG
(ELMUG)

FerMeTh – Cluster 
für Fertigungstechnik 
und Metallbearbeitung 
in Thüringen

Logistik Netzwerk 
Thüringen e.V.

medways e.V.

MNT Mikro-
Nanotechnologie
Thüringen e.V.

OptoNet e.V.

PolymerMat e.V. 
Kunststoffcluster 
Thüringen

SolarInput e.V.

solarinput.de

automotive-thueringen.de

th-ern.net

mikronanotechnik.de

polymermat.de

medways.eu

elmug.de

theen-ev.de

optonet-jena.de

fermeth.de

logistik-netzwerk-
thueringen.de

Thüringer Ernährungs-
netzwerk e.V.
(TH-ERN)

Thüringer Erneuerbare
Energien Netzwerk e.V.
(ThEEN)
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Research, innovation, and state subsidies: If you want the whole package, Thuringia is

-

the “optics city” of Jena as well as by up-and-coming engineering hubs like Ilmenau. So 

-

The team at Thüringer ClusterManagement (ThCM) is ready to 
help. Reporting to the State Development Corporation of Thuringia 

business and science sectors so as to create sustainable syner-

various players – also across industries. 

Whether they come from the region or anywhere else in the 

clusters include the representation of your company’s interests 

identifying potential joint venture partners and getting the 

Free State are also active cluster members. Corresponding 
clusters can be found in all of the business and industrial 
sectors that constitute Thuringia’s strengths. These include 

environmental technology. Some of these clusters have been 

Thuringia’s biggest team: 600 companies and institutes 
are putting their heads together.  
To create innovations that will amaze the world.

NetworkingNetworkingNetworking
 

A global specialist in metal cutting:  
REGE Motorenteile GmbH.

Specializing in nougat for over 120 years,  
Viba is No. 1 in Germany.

ZEISS: a global technology giant in the optics  
and opto-electronics industry. 

R&D at GRAFE Advanced Polymers GmbH. The JENOPTIK-VOTAN™ A laser cutter shapes automotive 
control panels with extreme precision. 

 
in Thuringia:
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Germany. And what is more: All-day care and targeted youth 
development continue to be provided even after a child 
becomes old enough to attend Thuringia’s schools. This 

help them to identify their occupation of choice well ahead of 
time. Pupils’ talents are also nurtured by innovative academic 
curricula. This is the sort of commitment one might expect from 

performed within Germany and when compared internationally. 

to the Free State’s nine state-funded universities and universities 
of applied sciences as well as other institutions of higher 

have the opportunity to obtain post-secondary education. 

many students studying business administration and manage-

Free State ensures that its young graduates and up-and-coming 
talent receive a thorough theoretical education and practical 

-

But a graduate’s education does not stop once he or she enters 

ongoing education programs. These allow employees to obtain 
 

Education and life-long learning. Thuringia helps groom  
the skilled professionals of tomorrow.

In Thuringia, education is treated as a life-long objective pursued along a number of 
tracks. These range from the childcare provided under the Free State’s Bildungsplan 
educational program to innovative teaching models, excellent institutions of higher 

An impressive selection: the Weimar library.
Modern architecture, up-to-date curricula:  
University of Erfurt.

Thuringia – a popular place to study.

Balancing work and family  
is easy in Thuringia.

The Bauhaus University in Weimar specializes  
in technical and artistic curricula.

Enrollment in Thuringia’s institutions of higher 
learning (winter semester 2014/2015)

Ernst Abbe University of  

University of Applied  

Nordhausen University of  

 

University of Music  
Franz Liszt Weimar:  800

Thuringian University of Applied  
Sciences for Public Administration Gotha: 374

  

Total: 52,153

OpportunityOpportunity

The Opel plant in Eisenach, one of the many com-

holding special children’s lectures and presentations several times a year at Thuringia’s universities 

 
when planning ahead.
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Take a generous expanse of stunning natural beauty, add a dollop of historically rich cities
and towns, and mix in an exuberant, hard-working population that also knows how to en-
joy life. What do you get? Thuringia, of course! That’s because Thuringia has it all: A region 
where life can be lived to the full, with something new to explore practically every day.

1,000 things to discover

Music, theater, and cabaret under the big top:  
the Köstritzer Spiegelzelt.

A satisfying Thuringian  
tradition: the Bratwurst.

Erfurt Cathedral and 
the St. Severi Church.

Germany’s most famous literary lions:  
the memorial to Goethe and Schiller in Weimar.

Duchess Anna Amalia Library in Weimar.
A place where history was written  
(literally!): Wartburg Castle.

The Rococo palace of Dornburg.

Some of the most exciting biathlon events  
anywhere: the ski stadium at Oberhof.

Pristine: the idyllic Hainich National  
Park is a paradise for hikers.

Gourmet cuisine is at home in Thuringia. A modern hotel with a historic  
backdrop: the Wartburg Hotel.

The theater town of Meiningen.

Easy livingEasy living

The list of illustrious personalities who succumbed to this recipe 
is a long one. Among the most prominent are Johann Sebastian 

Testament into German while hiding in Wartburg castle under 

The legacy of these great Thuringians lives on to this day. 
Remaining true to this creative tradition – but also open to 

 

delight you. These include the Weimar summer culture 

 
of multifaceted events goes on and on.

It’s safe to say that Thuringia indulges its residents and guests 

But there’s yet another dimension to the Thuringian lifestyle: 
Practically every corner of the Free State has its own culinary 

even familiar dishes are presented in all sorts of creative new 

This rich culinary diversity includes such delicacies as onion 
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This is where investors get  
full support: LEG Thüringen.

By experts for experts: the Weimarer  
Wirtschaftsforum – an economic conference.

Doing a good job. And living the good life. In Jena, for example.

Thuringia’s trade fair stand.

Investors from Germany and abroad can draw on the many support services provided 

Thüringer Ministerium für Wirtschaft, Wissenschaft und Digitale Gesellschaft)

Interested in investing, producing, researching in Thuringia, 
or in living and working here? 

>

>

>   Identify potential partners at Thuringia’s research institutions 

>
-

 

>
 

>  

>
Thüringer Energie- und 

 
environmental sectors.

>  contact: 
 State Development Corporation of Thuringia (LEG Thüringen) 

 
 

www.leg-thueringen.de 

Our services at a glance:

It s all about you  It s all about you



 
tablet.das-ist-thueringen.de

Thuringia:  
on your iPad.

AppApp
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